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FIRE FIGHTING IN ULSTER.

The Ulster Ministry of Public Security has made Orders applying to Nothern

Ireland arrangements similar to those in Great Britain for fighting fires caused by .

incendiary bombs.

The Orders will shortly be brought into effect in the cities of Belfast and

Londonderry, and other areas may be specified from time to time as circumstances

may require.

The first Order requires occupiers of every business premises in the

specified areas to make fire fighting and fire spotting arrangements, and the second

Order makes it compulsory for all male persons, in certain age groups, to give
unpaid service on fire prevention duties up to a maximum of fortyeight hours per
month. Government of Northern Ireland, M.0.1. 1.

THE , A.T.C. IN ULSTER.
.

'

Recruiting for the Air Training Corps in Ulster is proceeding rapidly. Several

Squadrons have been enrolled in Secondary and Technical Schools, where the number of

recruits is now over 1,700. For the local units (distinct from the Schools) it is

expected that twentytwo Squadrons, or between 4>'ooo and 5?000 Cadets will be enrolled.

Each of the six Counties has been allotted a certain number of Squadrons.
Government of Northern Ireland. M.0.1. 2.

AUSTRALIA AND MR. ‘SENDELL r ILinE.

The Acting Prime Minister of Australia says he will ask the Ear Cabinet to

consider the advisability of inviting Mr. V/endell VZillkie to visit the Commonwealth.

Nothing but good could come from such a visit, he stated.

Dominions Office Press Section. M.0.1. 3.

A.R.P. IN NEE SOUTH MALES.

Air Raid precautions are being adopted in New South Wales.

Sydney City Council is building thirteen Air Raid shelters, each accommodating
fifty persons, and is also providing equipment for First Aid posts.

A ■fomj-proof stronghold, 60 feet under ground, will be built in Sydney as a control

centre for A.R.P. services. Dominions Office Press Section. M.0.1. 4«.

- AUSTRALIA’S MAR - AND PEACE - PREPARATIONS.

Australia’s war expenditure for the seven months ended January 31 amounted to

£75?902,000. The Federal Government is to make immediately a nationwide survey

of available unemployed man-power with a view to placing suitable persons in war time

and other essential industries.

Meanwhile, New South Eales is commencing an examination of the tasks which will

come with the days of peace. An intensive survey is to be made of the possibilities
of post-war reconstruction. On returning from abroad soldiers will be examined as 'to

ability, and every effort made to place them in suitable industry.

Already the Victorian Repatriation Department is engaged on the work of finding
positions for the first repatriated soldiers of the A.I.F. Dominions Office Press

Section. M.Q.I. 5».

(Oont.)
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"COCK 0- THE NORTH" TOLL BE. NEN SPITFIRE.
” -- ™ irr.‘. ■ . m... , 1

The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with gratitude the

foliovang gifts towards the purchase of aircraft

People of British Virgin Islands . ;£lOO. 0. 0,

Y.S. Men’s Club, Yarmouth, Nova Scotia * o . .£447. 0. 0.

Miss A.E. Quaife, Australia £BOO. 0. 0.

Birmingham & Midland Motor Omnibus Co. i ..£l,OOO. 0. 0.

Aidershot Spitfire Fund (£7,4-18 in all) , . . . . .£2,418. 0. 0.

Sind (India) Warplanes Find (total now £38,435) e . .£5,000. 0. 0.

Lady Dividson, Huntly Lc ;.<ge, Scotland (£lO,OOO in al] - 2nd

plane to be named "Cock o’ the North"). , , .£5,000. 0. 0.

Ministry of Aircraft Production. M.0.1. 6.

HOME TOADE REGISTER.

LIMITATION OF SUPPLIES (MISCELLANEOUS) (N0.5 ORDER.

A revised edition of the "Hone Trade Register" giving a list of the names

of manufacturers and/or wholesalers registered the Limitation of Supplies
(Miscellaneous) Order on Bth January, 194’’, can now be obtained from H.M.

Stationery Office or through any bookseller, price 2/6d. The list will bo

required by those registered for arranging their quotas and for ascertaining the

names of traders to whom they may supply controlled goods freely in the present
restriction period, Ist December, 1940, to 31st May, 1941. The former edition

giving the names of manufacturers and/or wholesalers registered on 24th July,
1940, should not be used in the present restriction period.

The names of those removed from or added to the register will be published
in the Board of Trade Journal. Controlled goods supplied to manufacturers and/or
wholesalers after their name has been removed from the register must be regarded
as supplied out of the registered supplier’s quota. While a manufacturer’s or

wholesaler’s name appears on the register, he may, however, be supplied without
restriction. - Board of Trade. • M.0.1. 7,

HITLER’S AID-FOR-BRITAIN "BILL".

Hitler will be pleased to know that his Air Force has presented the British

nation with the equivalent in cash of more than 20 gift Spitfires.

Thirty of the many hundreds of Messerschmitts and Junkers crashed over

Britain were salved in sufficiently good condition for exhibition purposes by the

Ministry of Aircraft Production.

Over £22,500 was raised from 115 exhibitions, an average of £2OO for each

exhibition.

Southampton, Glasgow and Bournemouth each paid over £Boo,in admission fees.

Apart from this, local fighter or bomber funds profited to the extent of

at least £50,000.

The value of aluminium salved from wrecked machines brings the total to

over £lOO,OOO. - Ministry of Aircraft Production. M.0.1. 8.
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RETURN TOUR MIK BOTTLES g

The public are asked to co-operate earnestly with dairymen in the return of

milk bottles, particularly on Sundays 0

A very large percentage of regular roundsmen in the Dairy Trade have now

been called up for military service, and a large number of new employees have

taken their placo<> It will help considerably if housewives will not only leave

the bottles out for collection, but also be so good as to remind these new

employees to take the empty bottles back with them each day0

A reminder, given the day before, to collect bottles cn Sundays 9
when it

frequently happens that the customer does not see the person delivering the milk,
would be particularly valuable, Ministry of Food,. M<»o e

l
t 1»

NATIONAL PIGEON SERGIPE; INCREASE IN MEMEERSIIIP,

Owing to the increased requirements of the fighting services for racing
pigeons, a limited increase in the membership of the National Pigeon Service

has been authorized«

Owners of pigeons who wish io join this Service should apply immediately
to the Secretaryr

National Pigeon Service, 22, Clarence Street, Gloucester, for

consideration by the National Pigeon Service Committee,,
Ministry of Poodc M

t
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SPITFIRE FROM SOUTH AFRICAN SCOTS.

A furtber sum of £2 ,632 has been received from the Federated Caledonian

Society of South Africa, towards the purchase of a Spitfire 0 Tho aircraft is to
be named "African Soot”,

The employees of the Modderfontein "B" Gold Mines, Benoni, Transvaal, have

collected £2400 through a War Fund for the purchase of a mobile canteen for use in

a bombed a.r«ea in this country* The canteen will bear a suitable inscription*

The Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Moyne, has sent a cable

expressing bis deep appreciation of a gift of 2,G00 dollars (£416»13»4‘) from

Mr., Smith aand other owners of Otley's Estate. St
( . Kitts, towards the Imperial

War Efforts Dominions and Colonial Offices Press Section, M,0 31» 3>

MORE GIFTS FROM THE COLONIES.

Recent war gifts from the Colonies include:

£2BO from St» Kitts for a mobile canteen, unit as a special gift to the

Lodsworth Distriet, near P etworth, Sussex9

h further £l,OOO has been placed at the disposal of the Lord Mayor of Londonos

Fund for the Rei ief of Air Raid Distress by tie Tanganyika War Relief and Welfare

Fund3

The Governor of Bermuda has received a cheque for £5l ok# 0* from the Civil

Service Radio Officers - Association for the Lord Mayor of London’s National Relief

Fund*

/The Minister
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The Minister of Aircraft Production has informed the Governor of the

Gold Coast that a Gold Coast Fighter Squadron has "been formed out of the

£lOO,OOO presented by the Gold Coast Government and the £so,ooo'from the

Gold Coast Spitfire Fund® He has also proposed, if practicable, to provide
and name a Gold Coast heavy bomber squadron out of the £500,000 loaned by
the Gold Coast Governmento

The Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Moyne, has cabled to the

Governor of Mauritius, informing him that a gift of 10,000 rupees from the

Mauritius Spitfire Fund is most welcome c Last November, the Fund gave

£5,000 to the Minister of Aircraft Production for the purchase of a

Spitfire 6
Colonial Office Press Sectiona Mr o<l> 4>

£450,000 GIFT FROM MALAYA.

The Secretary of State for the Colonies, Lord Moyne, has gratefully
acknowledged from the Federated Malay States the sum of £450,000 as a free

gift.

The money was raised by War taxation and additional Customs Duties from

September to December 1940* Colonial Office Press Section. M.0.1. 5.
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BRITISH PRISONERS IN ENEMY HANDS.

Next of kin, if able to identify the
men from the information published, are

requested to advise the Casualty Branches of
the Services concerned, forwarding Regimental
or any other details.

The following is the latest list of British prisoners of
war as received from enemy sources

IN. GERMAN HANDS

Serg. Richard William Jones, 5 Hudwall Lane, Little

Gaddesden, Berkhamstead, Herts.

Serg. Robert Frederick Baily, 9-3 Streatley Road, Erdington,
Birmingham*

Serg. William Robert Garryeach, Dalkey, County Dublin,
Eire.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION.
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FLASH.

It is learned in London that the tom in South Wales

referred to in this morning’s Air Ministry and Ministry
of’Home Security communique is Swansea.

• +++++■++++++

AIR AFFAIRS
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SCHOOLS TO UE ULEB COMMUNITY FENDING QWTRBS

Schools are to be used in times of emergency as centres for

community feeding.

In a circular just issued, the Board of Education stat ; that

during periods of special emergency causes by severe bombing, there

is immediate need for widely dispersed kitchens which would provide
cooked meals for people deprived or cooking facilities in their own

‘homes, for people coming from a distance to their work, for'Civil
Defence workers and many others.

Accommodation is urgently required where cooking stoves and water

tanks can be installed and kept standing by for use at any moment.
'School buildings and playgrounds, in part at least, will be needed for

this purpose and Education Authcrilies are asked to do all in their

power, as a matter of urgency, to provide immediate facilities for

feeding the general public during such emergencies.

Expenditure on such items ao the adaption or extension of school

canteens, kitehens or dining halls or additional equipment will be

met in full by the Ministry of food.

During such emergencies the use of scrods for teaching will be

interrupted or restricted, but it is +he Board’s intention to

maintain the educational services as fully as possible and the extent
tc which schools can be used for communal feeding in normal circumstance
must be limited to this consideration., The-Board feel, however, that
there is considerable scope fo ’

:o-opera ! ion in connection with the
provision of meals for schcoJL and they suggest tin following
ways in which help may be given.

(a) The Local Education Authoritjr may assist or take charge of the
organisation for community feeding on behalf of the Local Authority,

(b) If the capacity of the kitchens exceeds the requirements of
school meals they may also be used for meals for the general public.

(c) The facilities of central kitchens belonging to the Education
Authority and those provided for feeding the general public may be
pooled, each sending meals to school canteens and community dining hallt
to which it is most accessible,

(d) School dining halls may Le used for communal feeding either

simultaneously or on a shift basis.

Grants from the Ministry of Food in respect of community feeding
will not be available for meals primarily intended for school children.

BOARD OF EDUCATION
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0
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YOUNG MEN MAY STILL_ JOIN THE FLEET AIR ARM.

The Admiralty desire to invite the attention of young men who arc

required to register tomorrow to the fact that those who are well educated

can still volunteer to join the Royal Navy as a Naval Airman to he trained
to fly in Naval aircraft as a Pilot or as an Observer of the Fleet Air
Arm. To be eligible to volunteer they must have been educated un to the
standard of the School Certificate and must have a good knowledge of

elementary trigonometry and mechanics.

Accepted candidates who successfully complete the courses of training
will be granted temporary commissions in the Air Branch of the Royal Naval

Volunteer Reserve.

Candidates who are eligible should, when they register, state a

preference for service in the Royal Navy but that is not all they have to do.

They must also make personal application at the Naval Section of the nearest

Combined Recruiting Centre. This may be done at any time prior to their

actually receiving an enlistment notice posting them to a Unit. The address

of the Combined Recruiting Qentre can be obtained at the Ministry of Labour

Office at the time of registration.

Men in reserved occupations may apply provided they obtain the consent

of their employers, in writing.
4

Further particulars may be obtained from any Combined Recruiting Centre

or from the Secretary of the Admiralty, C.H. Branch.

+++++-H+H-H+++

ADMIRALTY.
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\IR MINISTRY NO, 3075

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE,

Last night coastal command aircraft attacked the enemy naval "base at
Brest and the docks at Calais,

None of our aircraft is missing from these operations.
tMtnaaWMBMBWMCMCMeM,
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ITALIAN GARRISON’S,RESISTANCE - AGAINST BOREDOM.

Rome broadcasts continue to say that the Italian soldiers in Jarabub are

putting up a stubborn resistance. What this resistance is we do not know, for
this quite considerable garrison has been pursuing the usual Italian tadtics in

Libya of complete inertia. . ? *

.

OuT operations for months past have consisted in just watching this force

and in preventing it either being relieved or in escaping. We have not attacked

Jarabub for, indeed, this does not appear as yet to be necessary.

Boredom and a feeling of having been abandoned by their Government are the

main dangers that the garrison of Jarabub have had to face, so far.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION

(military affairs)
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9,30 p.m.

TO BE CHECKED BY THE ACTUAL BROADCAST,

HOW TO TACKLE FIRE BOMBS.

Broadcast by Lt. Col. Bazley Green, of the Fire Prevention Executive,
after the 9 p.m. News tonight (Thursday).

You are out in the street, and down canes a fire bcmb. What would you do?

Or you are at heme, and one comes through the roof, into - we 1!! say, your
best bedroom. How would you deal with that situation?

You know the answers? Very well. In a moment I ”17111 tell you what the

correct answers are, and you can see if you are right. You may get a surprise.

There are many thousands of listeners who have never seen an incendiary bomb.

There are certainly many who have, and have put them out, and feel quite capable
of dealing with plenty more. That’s the right spirit.

On the other hand, I’ve seen many people gallantly tackling fire bombs in
the street who were not only running considerable risks without any need, but who

were actually wasting their time. I’ll tell you why.

The answer to my first question is this. Wen a fire bomb falls out of

doors, in the great majority of cases the best thing is to leave it alone. I
wonder if that was going to be your answer? Anyway its the right one.

Only if it is in a place where it might start a fire - near perhaps a motor

vehicle which has probably several gallons of petrol in its tank, or close to a

wooden hoarding or something else liable to make a biggish fire - only then need

you do anything about it. Otherwise, let it burn itself out.

But if it is in a dangerous place, then you must act, but not for example
by dashing up to it dragging a sandbag from the nearest lamp post or doorway behind

you. You must if possible have same protection. Why? Because the bomb may
have an explosive charge in it, and it may go off and injure you. So hold that

sandbag in front of your face and chest. Go no nearer to the bomb than is

necessary to drop the sandbag squarely on it, and then - clear out as fast as you
can.

But remember - unless the out of doors bcmb is setting something seriously
alight - leave it alone. The glare? That doesn’t matter, It doesn’t help the

enemy. 1

Now for indoors -my second question. In most canes, by the time you have

collected your fire fighting team and gear, the bcmb can be approached safely.
But take no chances, You should in any case crawl along the floor to tackle a

fire, because by so doing you avoid the smoke. But in addition it is wise to take

all the cover you can, Just like a rifleman advancing against the enemy. Flay
your stirrup pump spray or Jet from behind a table or chair, or the door, while you

peer round the corner. That way you run the least possible risk.

I’ve said nothing about sand indoors. Of course, it is better than nothing.
But you have then to scoop it up with the bomb, put it into a bucket with some sand
in it, and get it outside. That’s not particularly easy. The pump will do the Job
much more quickly and efficiently. Which brings me to another even more important
point. What about the fire started in the room? Sand won’t put that out.

Let me try you with another question. Would you attack the bcmb first, and

then the fire? Or the other Way round? I’ll Just give you a second or two to think

over your answer. Here it is.

In almost every case where the bcmb has started a fire in a room - attack the

fire first with the Jet. When you’ve checked it, then give the bomb a dose of the

spray.

As a matter of fact, if the room is well alight you probably won’t be able to

get into it at all until you have damped the fire down a bit.

"If the room is well alight,” you say. ’’Can a stirrup pump deal with a fire

of that size?” Certainly it can. Plenty of water, plenty of vigour at the pump,
and a stout heart at the nozzle end of the hose, and that little stirrup pump will

astonish you,
'

Goodnight.
BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION.
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AN EMPIRE IN ARMS.
.

Following is the speech delivered by Lord Croft, Joint

Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for War, at the

luncheon to the Empire’Press Union; Overseas Club;

today, 1.45 p.m.

•?<
.

I, want to leave two thoughts with you today. '

You have read Herr Hitler 1 s speeches and some of you may have listened to

the broadcasts of Dr, Goebbels’ jackals. If so, yod will see that an oft-

■ repeated slander proclaims that the British .Empire’was won by pure aggression.
''• and maintained by a brutal tyranny.

The truth is of course that in no single case was a colony added to the

Empire by premeditated aggression or the use.of the mailed fist.

The only occasion in fact where the armed might of Britain was: employed,
in .the Colonies was when we were in conflict with ether European.powers and as

a result of wars in Europe. ■ :
...

. '

; ' Even in India, where we had. to fight on an extensive scale, no truthful
'•-'v 'historian can deny that the whole of our original operations on the. coast were

in defence of existing trade interests, and that when the British Government did
at last take a hand it was with, the greatest reluctance, Our advances into. .;■•.<■

• the interior would never have taken place but for the incessant attacks

made upon our? trading areas, or upon friendly natives of India who. sought our

. protection against aggressors from the- interior-or North of that great.territory.

In the Colonial Empire proper our advent to the vast majority of colonies
was as traders or missionaries, and official entry almost invariably followed

• ?
...at : a far later date to protect friendly natives from other warlike tribes.

..

This story is admirably told in the booklet which Hr. W.A., Wells has

recently published - ”How the Colonies joined the Empire”. . I.

I now come to the second charge, that of maltreatment and failure to

maintain our trust with the natives. '* ,:/7.. r...
'

It is. pertinent to ask whether the natives of any single colony of the

British Empire have ever shown any desire to contract out. of our. system, or

sought the protection of any other flag I believe there is no shred of

evidence; ..to this effect. Had it been otherwise how ban you account for the

complete absence of white troops in any of our Colonies other than fortified

bases, such as Gibraltar, Malta, Aden and Singapore ? '

There is however very positive evidence to the contrary, for in every

single Colony, the inhabitants in this war have voluntarily made great material

sacrifices and we can get as many volunteers for the native forces as we can

'

, possibly equip and train. ■

Surely this is the great test and vindication of our Imperial rule that in

every Colony natives are prepared to fight, and die for the King-Emperor and the

Flag under which they live, whilst in India we have had to turn away scores of
thousands of volunteers. .

If there is any lesson to be. gained.from this it is that .in all the fifty
Colonies of the British Colonial Empirethe natives, inarticulate as they often

are, are yet., prepared to fight for that freedom and peace which they enjoy
under our rule, and that they all are-obsessed With fear and abhorrence, of Nazi
or Fascist tyranny*

.
/In
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In conclusion I ask you to turn.your eyes to the Middle East and Africa, where

fighting over fronts extending for 2,’’sOO''mires"is gathered the most romantic

fraternity in arms that this world has ever

May I remind you that it was a mixed force of British and Iridian troops who

struck that first fateful blow at Sidi Barrani; that at Bardia and Tobruk it was the

Imperial Australian Force which had the pride of place along‘with the Royal
Armoured Corps, *nd whilst the Armoured Corps in its amazing forced march by the
Southern route <~it the defenders of Benghazi from their base, the Australians swept
along by the Coast road and completed the Job. ? ...

Tn this Army are British Guardsmen, Riflemen and numerous Units' 1 of' the line,
English, Highlanders and Welsh. The Nev? Zealanders are there. Famous British

Cavalry regiments have added lustre to their great records of the past by showing
themselves pastmasters .of the war of speed, in, their armoured vehicles, British

Artillery, Engineers* and R.A.S.C. ,
are there., the latter aided, in the supply service

by Cypriots, who for the first time fight by our side.

Go south-east to-Eritrea and there you find in the extreme North British troops
advancing near the Coast and threatening the Italian right flank., A hundred miles

southward, British and Indian troops have made dramatic advances from the Sudan,
capturing Kassala Biscia and Agordat and are attacking the immensely strong position
of Keren. Parallel further south,-..British and Indian troops have captured Barentu

arid Afe still advancing, ~ ,

A fourth force, of British Imperial and Sudanese finally captured Gallabat and is

advancing towards Gondar. •
..

. . ; ' ’ ‘

A further six hundred miles on, South African troops have advanced East of Lake

Rudolf, penetrating deep into? Abyssinia, and having with Rhodesians and Kings African

Rifles cleared all Kenya of .She enemy are thrusting north.

Finally, 600 miles further east, troops of the Geld Coast:with -King’s African

Rifles have conquered a great area of, Italian Somaliland, and having captured the

important port of Kismayu, are now. on the line of the Juba River..

This-Jis our .answer to Hitler. ; Magnificient troops of the Self-Governing
Dominions of India and natives of five different African Colonies and the Sudan - all

volunteers - are fighting side by side with us in the widespread; campaigns-in Africa.

Y/hen we remember that Canadian Divisions and New Zealanders with...gunners
from Newfoundland are standing here at the vital heart of this struggle to meet the

first shook of invasion; that Australians and imperial troops- are-:reinforcing
Singapore; that . squadrons, of Dominion airmen are sharing- the- highest-honours of the

heavens with the flower of the old country’s youth, and that’from the great Imperial
training centres of Canada they are coming ■and will' yet 'coftie in their scores of

thousands,- you have the real...answer .to Hitler - a brotherhood of free men in arms

inspired by a common faith and fighting for the common : freedom that-they prize above

all* r *:* :r

This is the real ’’New Order” - a comradeship -so close and-united: that it marches

steadily through the valley of : death so that this Empire and civilisation as a whole

may-survive and triumph over the foul and evil thing which seeks to-destroy the

soul of man. .... ...
/F /

;

/a

MILITARY AFFAIRS.
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AIR MINISTRY BULLETIN NO. 3076.

Air Ministry News Service

MANY SEIZING- NET CHANCE TO ELY

There has "been a rapid response to the news that almost every man,
whatever his occupation can now volunteer for flying duties in the R.A.F.

Hundreds of them in formerly reserved occupations have seized the

chance thus offered, and have applied to the Air Ministry Information
Bureau at Adastral House, Kingsway, for particulars of service and direction

to the nearest recruiting centre.

Many other inquiries have been made by 19 year old lads, due to

register for National Service on Saturday next (February 22nd) who want

precise information as to how they should express a preference for the Royal
Air Force when registering. It is explained to all such that they must

themselves state their preference. They may not be asked.

A large number of lads ask how they can take advantage of the scheme

recently announced to give free tuition to applicants who have not reached
the educational standards of the R.A.F. but are suitable in all other respects
for flying duties.
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CAIRO, co: IUNIQUEo

The following official communique has been issued today from G-.HoQ, Cairo

ITALIAN SOMALIA Our troops have successfully crossed the river

JUBA driving off enemy counter attacks.
Operations in this area are developing well,

OTHER FRONTS No change in the situation,

MINISTRY OF WOKIVTION
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MIDDLE EAST COMMUNIQUE
V. tin—ll llll.w *"■ ■ ■■ ■ ■■

■■ Z-

R.A.F.
_

H.Q., IMiddle East, Thursday,

ERITREA AND ABYSSINIA; In support of the Array offensive in Italian East

Africa the R.A.F. carried out yesterday a number of raids on

important military objectives.

Despite bad weather, attacks were made on a motor

transport park and repair shops at Dessie, and on transport moving

along roads north and east of Dessie.

Direct hits were registered on workshops;
followed

by large columns of black smoke. A. number of vehicles on roads were

left in flames after machine-gun attacks, At Asmara bombs were

dropped on buildings and hangars at the aerodrome,

Righter aircraft of the South African Air Force in
this area made a successful attack on an enemy aerodrome destroying
two Gr.4-2s , two Ca.l33s and three S,79s> while three S.A.A,F,
bombers heavily attacked barracks at I.avello.

ITALIAN SOMALILAND: Other squadrons carried out offensive reconnaissances
in support of our troops in the Juba River area,

LIBYA: In Iribya. enemy aircraft raided Benghazi yesterday
shortly after dawn. One Heinkel 111 was shot down by „*A. fire,
A further attack was made in the afternoon by Ju. 88s escorted by
Me ,110 s One Junkers was damaged by our fignters.

While covering operations by our advanced forces

three Hurricanes engaged a formation of Me<»l?.os, Two of our

aircraft are missing; one is safe.

It is now confirmed that fighters of the Royal Australian Air Force

in an engagement with German aircraft, reported in our communique yesterday,
shot down two additixxifilJu,B7s, making three in all. From all other operations
our aircraft returned safely.
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NEW UNIFORMS FOR FIRST AID & RESCUE PARTIES,

Mr, Herbert Morrison, Minister of Home Security, has made arrangements
-for heavy uniforms of battle dress design to be made for members of first aid

and rescue parties* They will replace the ’bluette’ uniforms at present in

use.

The new uniform will be dark blue in colour and those for first aid

parties will be made of serge of a standard naval cloth and those for rescue

parties will be of heavier material, half wool and half cotton, which is

expected to have very good wearing qualities.

All local authorities have been informed that Mr. Morrison has been

impressed by the great need for serviceable and durable uniforms for members

of first aid and rescue parties and strongly recommends them to provide the

new types for members of these services.

Supplies of the first aid parties' uniforms are expected to be available
towards the end of next month and the rescue parties* uniforms towards the
end of April.

The bluette uniforms already in use may be retained locally as a reserve

to be used when new uniforms are wet or under repair.

MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY,
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CORRECTION

Th© Air Ministry request that the following correction
should be made to Air Ministry Bulletin N0.3076 (M.o 1* Issue

No, 18 of today)

The last paragraph should read:-

”Many lads are showing a keen interest in the

scheme recently announced to give free tuition to

applicants who have not reached the educational
standards of the R. A.F, but are suitable in all
other respects for flying duties. Details of the

free education scheme were announced on the 9th
January, 1941.”



20/2/hl, No, 2U

ARRIVAL OF AUSTRALIAN PREMIER

Mr R.G,Menzies, Prine Minister of the Commonwealth
of Australia, arrived in this country by air this

afternoon.

He has come at the invitation of the United
Kingdom Government to discuss various aspects of
the war situation,

DOMINIONS OFFICE, PRESS SECTION
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE

A Norwegian ship of about 1500 tons, which was operating under
German control, has been destroyed by His Majesty’s Submarine
SEALION (Commander B. Bryant, D*>S«,C., R.N.) off the Norwegian >
coast.

Tho vessel was stopped and H.M.S. SEALION made a signal instructing
the Master to abandon ship.

The of the steamer replied by signal "Thank you"-

H*M.S. SEALION waited for 15 minutes while the crew abandoned ship
in the life boats. The ship was then destroyed by gunfire. Her crew

were quite safe in the lifeboats since their vessel was very close to
the land when she was

++++++++++

ADMIRALTY, S.W.I.
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LAST NIGHT’S AIR RAID CASUALTIES.

The Air Ministry and Ministry of Home 'Security Communique
issued this morning (M.0.1. Issue No. 2) dealing.with last

night’s air raid said that in the London area the number of

casualties was small, very few people being killed.

It has now been ascertained that the number of killed is

greater than was at first thought.

+ 4.+++++++ + ++

MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY.
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AIR MINISTRY NO. 3OBt,

AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OF HOW SECURITY NNAH? 1.

The only reports received of bombs being dropped on this country
today come from a few points in East Anglia, Scarcely any damage and

no casualties are reported.

It is now learned that the number of persons killed in London last

night was somewhat greater than was at first reported.

There was some offensive patrol activity by our fighters over the

French coast during the day.

Two of our fighters are missing.
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WAR COMWTARY

by Major-General JUJ. Collins , C*B., C.M.G>, D.S. 0*

Following is the script of Major-General Collins 1 ’’War Commentary”',
broadcast in the 8,8.C. Homo Service at 9*20 this evening

I propose tonight to start again with the, Middig East,

Since X last talked to you, G© neral WaveH has provided us with yet
another victory, the most dramatic and complete of them all® His communique
announced the great news so much sooner than expected»

It was short and to th 3 point wasn’t it? ’’Benghazi is in our hands’”.

But what a lot lay behind those five simple words)

That forced march, for instance, by our Armoured Forces - 150 miles in 30
hours - across an unknown desert, much of it over very rough going, in the teeth of

a dust storm, and in bitter cold, - that took some doing, I know.

To do this they had to average five miles an hour the whole way.

With a long column, to average five miles an hour you’ve got to travel at

nearly ten. To maintain that speed, without lights,hour after hour, round the

and on again, entailed a terrific strain on the drivers# Keeping your place in a

column of tanks under such conditions by night nearly draws your eyes out of their

sockets. Whac halts there were can only have been for vehicle maintenance and food,
not for sleep.

Those of you at home who drive the long distance bus and lorry routes will

have seme idea of what it meant. Even by itself this swoop would have ranked as an

exceptionally fine performance. But, after all that, they had to stand up to a

series of desperate attacks by an Italian force many times their strength.

The Australian Brigade’s forced march along the Coast road when hurrying on

past Benghazi to the assistance of the Armoured troops was another remarkable feat.

I expect you were surprised at the incredibly ’small casualties suffered by
our Armoured Forces compared with the Italians® I’ve no definite information yet but
I guess the reason was good tank tactics. You see, fire from a tank at the halt is

far more accurate then from ono on the move.

It’s fairly obvious why: in one case the gun platform is steady, in the

other it’s rocking up and down, so if you can get into position first and await attack,
you have a big advantage.

In talking of this we’ve borrowed a naval expression. You know how the
sailor speaks of a ship being ”hull-down on the horizon”', well the soldier speaks of

a tank taking up a ’’hull-down position’”, that is with only the gun turret showing
and the rest of the tahk bidden behind a bank or ridge.

It must have been very hard for the Italian tanks even to see our half-

concealed hull-down tanks- let alone hit them, while themselves on the move. I

expect that’s what happened. Add to that the skill of our men, who are of course

artists with their two-pounders - an excellent gun by the way - and you can see that
the only effect of bringing up more tanks on the Italian side would be to provide
our gunners with more targets, and so to increase the Italian casualties without

loss to ourselves
c

A few days ago I got some interesting sidelights on the fighting out there
from an officer just back. He described the officers and men of the Armoured

Units as being burnt so dark a brown by sun and wind that it wasn’t easy to tell
the difference between them and the Italians or even the Arabs. I expect those of

you who have relatives and friends out there would scarcely recognise them. What
a pity you couldn’t see them like that.

Ae rve
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Ve've all heard of the underground caves and water cisterns

constructed nearly 2,000 years age by the Romans, but I, for one,
hadn’t realised how useful they had been to us until I got this story
from him too. On arriving at what he was told was Corps Headquarters-,
he found only a number of motor vehicles scattered about the desert.
He was directed to a small hole in the ground, in and out of which men

were popping for all the world like wasps at their nest. He was invited
to "come in" which he found meant climbing down - down a long ladder set

in a sort of narrow well-shaft.

At the bottom he found himself in a large cave where General O’Connor,
the Corps Co; jnander, was busy issuing orders to a number of officers. These
were seated in a semi-circle round him on the floor. They looked for all
the world like Ali Baba and the forty thieves. Even war has its comic side.

With the capture of Benghazi and the surrender of the last of the

Italian Divisions in Cyrenaica there must, I think, be a lull in the

In point of fact, there is some minor clearing up to be done still - the

garrison of Jarabub for example,, And, by the way, despite all the Italian
broadcast has been saying, we have not attacked Jarabub but of course it’s
being watched, Anyway, speculation. as to what General Wavell is likely to

do next would be unwise at the moment. It will not be an easy decision for

him to make as theie must be so many factors to take into consideration. But
it can be left confidently in his hands.

In a recent despatch General Wavell stressed the moral ascendancy gained
by the Army of the Nile® It was this that enabled it to dispose of an Italian

Army so much greater in numbers with so little loss to itself,

I would like to say a word or two about the way in which this astonishing
moral ascendancy was built up, It can., I think be attributed to three or four

thing s 0
I would put physical fitness and endurance first. Life in the desert is

It s the VebTEy fit pan Stand'Up/ ’ •
never luxurious,/ But I doubt if troops w-cre ever so fit and hard as these.
Do you know that at one time some of them were down to a quart of water a

day, I put their fitness down largely to the months of training in that desert

air, which, when not full of dust, makes you feel ready to "jump out of your
skin". Without their great power of endurance the troops could never have

covered the distances in the time and those long-distance patrols by the Royal
Armoured Corps and the New Zealanders, right across the Great Saharan Desert

and back again, are perhaps the best examples of it.

While we arc on the subject of endurance what about the mechanical endurance
of the tanks and other motor vehicles? Only the very best, * good solid
British-made stuff - could have stood up to such a gruelling test. Let’s give
full credit to those who designed them, and to those of you who made them for

your share in the result.

So ir. xch for endurance. Cohesion should come next - team-work js perhaps
a better word - this -was the outcome of their "long tireless training", as

General Wavell put it in,, his Now Year broadcast. The Amy of the Nile was trained
to the minute.

But despite this continuous training there was no staleness. Imagination
and individual initiative were never lacking, and the whole amy worked happily

as a team. In this team work we must not forget to include both the
commanders and their staff officers. No staff, especially those on the
administrative side, can ever have been harder worked, Sines the last war it
has been the fashion to poke fun at British Generals and staff officers.

Perhaps there’ll be less of it In the future.

/Such team work
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Suoh team-work "begets confidence not only that you and. your comrade can do

your part of the job, but that your next door neighbourswill be doing theirs too.
Confidence increases with each fresh success*

Lastly the troops were experienced not only in how to live in the desert, but

in how to fight over it. In many an action, large and small, they had learnt the

ways. They had taken his measure and, as the Italian fighting
efficiency grew less, that of cur troops got better and better. To see what I mean,
you’ve only got to look at the vast difference between our casualties and theirs in

that last desperate battle South of Benghazi.

It isn’t easy to find words to sum all this up. To say that the morale of the

Army of the Nile was high is not quite enough. There’s more to it than that though
I can’t quite put a mane to it - the French call it ’’esprit de Corps". Fell an

Army spirit is the nearest I can get and that is what General Wavell and his

brilliant subordinate commanders have built up out of all these battle-winning
qualities I have mentioned - physical fitness, endurance, team-work, confidence and

experience. A spirit which has enabled his men to face, with a smile, danger or

difficulty with equal courage and determination.

It was obvious that such an army, once launched against the enemy, would take

a lot of stopping. But with it all they’ve fought absolutely clean. I hear that
the Italian prisoners of war are most generous in their praise, not only of the .
dash and fighting spirit of our men, but even more of their kindness and humanity
in the hour of victory. The feeling of regret amongst the prisoners that they should

ever have been forced to fight the British is thereby all the greater. In fact the

victory has been as much a moral as a physical one.

Anyway we can leave North Africa in complete confidence that all danger to the

British Empire from that quarter is scotched once and for all.

Elsewhere in North East Africa, things go well. Even the Italian troops at

Gallabat, who’ve been fighting bettor than any of the others, have been compelled to

retreat at last.

To use a Nazi term, the encirclement of Keren is proceeding slowly, but surely,
in the face of great difficulties.

In their advance from Kassala it has been nothing but solid collar work up as

far as Agordat, which is some 3,000 feet high. But Keren is on the edge of the

Abyssinian tableland proper and is nearly 7>ooo feet up. That’s about twice the

height of Snowdon, which some of you may have climbed in Wales.

Imagine the cold at that height* Our men were thus faced with an almost

vertical climb of nearly 4,000 feet with the Italians strongly entrenched on top.
Unless you’ve climbed up on to this plateau, as I have done, it’s not easy to

realise how hard a task the British and Indian troops there have been set.

No wonder it is taking them a little time to capture Keren, especially as all

the ammunition and supplies have to be brought up over 180 miles of indifferent

uphill road. Still the longer the Italians hold on there the more time it will

allow theAbys.aihianpatriots to work in towards the main road which runs from Asmara,
the capital of Eritrea, to Addis Ababa, the capital of Abyssinia, 500 miles - to
the South.

Once again I have devoted all my time to the Middle East Campaign, with its

brilliant ’’swoops and scoops", as the Prime Minister so aptly termed them, ending
in the dramatic capture of Benghazi. Perhaps I have dwelt too long on this theatre

but it has a fascination all its own.
*

All the sam.e there is a danger in doing so as one is inclined to forget that

no success in Affrica, however far reaching or complete, will end the war. We all

know that it is Germany that we have got to beat, before we can enjoy peace. And

when peace come® God knows we shall have earned it.

BRITISH BROADQAST'ING CORPORATION*
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OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COMMUNIQUE ’

The Board of Admiralty regrets to announce
that H,M..S. CRISPIN, an armed auxiliary vessel
of the Royal Navy (Lieutenant Commander B-.Moloney,
D. S. 0. ,R.N. R. ) has been sunk.

The next of kin of casualties have been
informed,

ADMIRALTY, S.W.I.
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